
Learning Relatively Small ClassesShahar MendelsonComputer Sienes Laboratory, RSISE, The Australian National University,Canberra 0200, Australiashahar�sl.anu.edu.auAbstrat. We study the sample omplexity of proper and improperlearning problems with respet to di�erent Lq loss funtions. We im-prove the known estimates for lasses whih have relatively small over-ing numbers (log-overing numbers whih are polynomial with exponentp < 2) with respet to the Lq norm for q � 2.1 IntrodutionIn this artile we present sample omplexity estimates for proper and improperlearning problems of lasses with respet to di�erent loss funtions, under theassumption that the lasses are not \too large". Namely, we assume that theirlog-overing numbers are polynomial in "�1 with exponent p < 2.The question we explore is the following: let G be a lass of funtions de�nedon a probability spae (
;�) suh that eah g 2 G maps 
 into [0; 1℄ and letT be an unknown funtion whih is bounded by 1 (not neessarily a memberof G). Reall that a learning rule L is a map whih assigns to eah sampleSn = (!1; :::; !n) a funtion LSn 2 G. The learning sample omplexity assoiatedwith the q-loss, auray " and on�dene Æ is the �rst integer n0 suh that forevery n � n0, every probability measure � on (
;�) and every measurablefuntion bounded by 1,�1nE� jLSn � T jq � infg2G E� jg � T jq + "o � Æ ;where L is any learning rule and �1 is the in�nite produt measure.We were motivated by two methods previously used in the investigation ofsample omplexity [1℄. Firstly, there is the standard approah whih uses theGlivenko-Cantelli (GC) ondition to estimate the sample omplexity. By this wemean the following: let G be a lass of funtions on 
, let T be the target onept(whih, for the sake of simpliity, is assumed to be deterministi), set 1 � q <1and let F = fjg � T jq jg 2 Gg. The Glivenko-Cantelli sample omplexity of thelass F with respet to auray " and on�dene Æ is the smallest integer n0suh that for every n � n0,sup� �1nsupg2G jE� jg � T jq � E�n jg � T jq j � "o� Æ ;



where �n is the empirial measure supported on the sample (!1; :::; !n).Therefore, if g is an \almost" minimizer of the empirial loss E�n jg � T jq andif the sample is \large enough" then g is an \almost" minimizer with respet tothe average loss. One an show that the learning sample omplexity is boundedby the supremum of the GC sample omplexities, where the supremum is takenover all possible targets T , bounded by 1. This is true even in the agnosti ase,in whih T may be random (for further details, see [1℄).Lately, it was shown [7℄ that if the log-overing numbers (resp. the fat shat-tering dimension) of G are of the order of "�p for p � 2, then the GC sampleomplexity of F is �("�p) up to logarithmi fators in "�1, Æ�1.It is important to emphasize that the learning sample omplexity may beestablished by other means rather than via the GC ondition. Hene, it omeswith no surprise that there are ertain ases in whih it is possible to improvethis bound on the learning sample omplexity. In [5, 6℄ the following ase wasexamined; let F be the loss lass given by fjg � T j2�jT � PGT j2 jg 2 Gg, wherePGT is a nearest point to T in G with respet to the L2(�) norm. Assume thatthere is an absolute onstant C suh that for every f 2 F , E�f2 � CE�f ,i.e., that it is possible to ontrol the variane of eah loss funtion using itsexpetation. In this ase, the learning sample omplexity with auray " andon�dene Æ is O�1"�fat"(F ) log2 fat"(F )" + log 1Æ�� :Therefore, if fat"(F ) = O("�p) the learning sample omplexity is bounded (upto logarithmi fators) by O("�(1+p)). If p < 1, this estimate is better than theone obtained using the GC sample omplexities.As it turns out, the assumption above is not so far fethed; it is possible toshow [5, 6℄ that there are two generi ases in whih E�f2 � CE�f . The �rstase is when T 2 G, beause it implies that eah f 2 F is nonnegative. Theother ase is when G is onvex and q = 2. Thus, every loss funtion is given byjg � T j2 � jT � PGT j2, where PGT is the nearest point to T in G with respetto the L2(�) norm.Here, we ombine the ideas used in [6℄ and in [7℄ to improve the learningomplexity estimates. We show that ifsupn sup�n logN�";G; L2(�n)� = O("�p)for p < 2 and if either T 2 G or if G is onvex, then the learning sampleomplexity is O("1+p=2) up to logarithmi fators in "�1; Æ�1. Reently it wasshown in [7, 8℄ that for every 1 � q <1 there is a onstant q suh thatsupn sup�n logN�";G; L2(�n)� � qfat "8 (G) log2 �2fat "8 (G)" � ; (1)therefore, the estimates we obtain improve the O�"�(1+p)� established in [6℄.Our disussion is divided into three setions. In the seond setion we inves-tigate the GC ondition for lasses whih have \small" log-overing numbers.



We fous the disussion on the ase where the deviation in the GC ondition isof the same order of magnitude as supf2F E�f2. The proof is based on estimateson the Rademaher averages (de�ned below) assoiated with the lass. Next, weexplore suÆient onditions whih imply that if F is the q-loss lass assoiatedwith a onvex lass G, E�f2 may be ontrolled by the E�f . We use a geometriapproah to prove that if q � 2 there is some onstant B suh that for everyq-loss funtion f , E�f2 � B(E�f)2=q. It turns out that those estimates are thekey behind the proof of the learning sample omplexity, whih is investigated inthe fourth and �nal setion.Next, we turn to some de�nitions and notation we shall use throughout thisartile.If G is a lass of funtions, T is the target onept and 1 � q <1, then forevery g 2 G let `q(g) be its q-loss funtion. Thus,`q(g) = jg � T jq � jg � PGT jq ;where PGT is a nearest element to T in G with respet to the Lq norm. Wedenote by F the set of loss funtions `q(g).Let G be a GC lass. For every 0 < "; Æ < 1, denote by SG("; Æ) the GCsample omplexity of the lass G assoiated with auray " and on�dene Æ.Let CqG;T ("; Æ) be the learning sample omplexity of the lass G with respet tothe target T and the q-loss, for auray " and on�dene Æ.Given a Banah spae X , let B(X) be the unit ball of X . If B � X is a ball,set int(B) to be the interior of B and �B is the boundary of B. The dual ofX , denoted by X�, onsists of all the bounded linear funtionals on X , endowedwith the norm kx�k = supkxk=1 jx�(x)j. If x; y 2 X , the interval [x; y℄ is de�nedby [x; y℄ = ftx+ (1� t)yj0 � t � 1g.For any probability measure � on a measurable spae (
;�), let E� be theexpetation with respet to �. Lq(�) is the set of funtions whih satisfy E� jf jq <1, and set kfkq = (E jf jq)1=q . L1(
) is the spae of bounded funtions on 
,with respet to the norm kfk1 = sup!2
 jf(!)j. We denote by �n an empirialmeasure supported on a set of n points, hene, �n = 1n Pni=1 Æ!i , where Æ!i isthe point evaluation funtional at f!ig.If (X; d) is a metri spae, set B(x; r) to be the losed ball entered at xwith radius r. Reall that if F � X , the "-overing number of F , denoted byN("; F; d), is the minimal number of open balls with radius " > 0 (with respetto the metri d) needed to over F . A set A � X is said to be an "-over of F ifthe union of open balls Sa2AB(a; ") ontains F . In ases where the metri d islear, we shall denote the overing numbers of F by N("; F ).It is possible to show that the overing numbers of the q-loss lass F areessentially the same as those of G.Lemma 1. Let G � B�L1(
)� and let F be the q-loss lass assoiated with G.Then, for any probability measure �,logN�"; F; L2(�)� � logN�"=q;G; L2(�)� :



The proof of this lemma is standard and is omitted.Next, we de�ne the Rademaher averages of a given lass of funtions, whihis the main tool we use in the analysis of GC lasses.De�nition 1. Let F be a lass of funtions and let � be a probability measureon 
. Set �Rn;� = E�E" supf2F 1pn ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� ;where "i are independent Rademaher random variables (i.e. symmetri, f�1; 1gvalued) and (Xi) are independent, distributed aording to �.It is possible to estimate �Rn;� of a given lass using its L2(�n) overing numbers.The key result behind this estimate is the following theorem whih is originallydue to Dudley for Gaussian proesses, and was extended to the more generalsetting of subgaussian proesses [10℄. We shall formulate it only in the ase ofRademaher proesses.Theorem 1. There is an absolute onstant C suh that for every probabilitymeasure �, any integer n and every sample (!i)ni=1E" supf2F n� 12 ����� nXi=1 "if(!i)����� � C Z Æ0 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" ;where Æ = supf2F� 1n nXi=1 f2(!i)� 12and �n is the empirial measure supported on the given sample (!1; :::; !n).Finally, throughout this paper, all absolute onstants are assumed to be positiveand are denoted by C or . Their values may hange from line to line or evenwithin the same line.We end the introdution with a statement of our main result.Theorem 2. Let G � B�L1(
)� suh thatsupn sup�n logN�";G; L2(�n)� � "�pfor some p < 2 and let T 2 B�L1(
)� be the target onept. If 1 � q <1 andeither(1) T 2 G, or(2) G is onvex,there are onstants Cq;p; whih depend only on q; p;  suh thatCqG;T ("; Æ) � Cq;p;�1"�1+ p2 �1 + log 2Æ�:



Also, if supn sup�n N�";G; L2(�n)� � �"�dand either (1) or (2) hold, thenCqG;T ("; Æ) � Cq;p;d�1" log 2" + log 2Æ�:There are numerous ases in whih Theorem 2 applies. We shall name a few ofthem. In the proper ase, Theorem 2 may be used, for example, if G is a VC lassor a VC subgraph lass [10℄. Another ase is if G satis�es that fat"(G) = O("�p)[7℄. In both ases the overing numbers ofG satisfy the onditions of the theorem.In the improper ase, one may onsider, for example, onvex hulls of VC lasses[10℄ and many Kernel Mahines [11℄.2 GC for Classes with \Small" VarianeAlthough the \normal" GC sample omplexity of a lass is 
("�2) when oneallows the deviation to be arbitrary small, it is possible to obtain better estimateswhen the deviation we are interested in is roughly the largest variane of amember of the lass. As we demonstrate in the �nal setion, this fat is veryimportant in the analysis of learning sample omplexities. The �rst step in thatdiretion is the next result, whih is due to Talagrand [9℄.Theorem 3. Assume that F is a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄. Let�2 = supf2F E� (f � E�f)2; Sn = n�2 +pn �Rn;� :For every L; S > 0 and t > 0 de�ne�L;S(t) = ( t2L2S if t � LStL�log etLS � 12 if t � LS :There is an absolute onstant K suh that if t � Kpn �Rn;�, then�( nXi=1 f(Xi)� nE�fF � t) � exp���K;S(t)� :In the next two results, we present an estimate on the Rademaher averages �Rn;�using data on the \largest" variane of a member of the lass and on the overingnumbers of F in empirial L2 spaes. We divide the results to the ase wherethe overing numbers are polynomial in "�1 and the ase where the log-overingnumbers are polynomial is "�1 with exponent p < 2.



Lemma 2. Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄ and set �2 = supf2F E�f2.Assume that there are  � 1 and d � 1 suh that for every empirial measure�n, N�"; F; L2(�n)� � (=")d :Then, there is a onstant C , whih depends only on , suh that�Rn;� � C max( dpn log 1� ;pd� log 12 1�) :An important part of the proof is the following result, again, due to Talagrand[9℄, on the expetation of the diameter of F when onsidered as a subset ofL2(�n).Lemma 3. Let F � B�L1(
)� and set �2 = supf2F E�f2. Then, for everyprobability measure �, every integer n, and every (Xi)ni=1 whih are independent,distributed aording to �,E� supf2F ����� nXi=1 f2(Xi)����� � n�2 + 8pn �Rn;� :Proof (of Lemma 2). Set Y = n�1 supf2F Pni=1 f2(Xi). By Theorem 1 there isan absolute onstant C suh that for every sample (X1; :::; Xn)1pnE" supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� � C Z pY0 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d"= Cpd Z pY0 log 12 " d" :It is easy to see that there is some absolute onstant C suh that for every0 < x � 1, Z x0 log 12 " d" � 2x log 12 Cx ;and v(x) = x 12 log 12 (C=x) is inreasing and onave in (0; 10). Sine Y � 1,E" supf2F 1pn ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� � CpdY 12 log 12 CY 12 :Also, sine v(x) is inreasing and onave in (0; 10), and sine EY � 9, thenby Jensen's inequality, Lemma 3 and the fat that v is inreasing, there is aonstant C whih depends only on , suh thatE��Y 12 log 12 CY 12 � = CE��Y 12 log 12 2Y � � C(E�Y ) 12 log 12 2E�Y� C��2 + 8 �Rn;�pn � 12 log 12 2�2 + 8 �Rn;�pn� C��2 + 8 �Rn;�pn � 12 log 12 2� :



Therefore, �Rn;� � Cpd��2 + 8 �Rn;�pn � 12 log 12 2� ;and our laim follows from a straightforward omputation.Next, we explore the ase in whih the log-overing numbers are polynomial withexponent p < 2.Lemma 4. Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄ and set �2 = supf2F E�f2.Assume that there are  � 2 and p < 2 suh that for every empirial measure�n, logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � "�p :Then, there is onstant Cp; whih depend only on p and on  suh that�Rn;� � Cp; max�n� 12 2�p2+p ; �1� p2 	 :Proof. Again, let Y = n�1 supf2F Pni=1 f2(Xi). For every realization of (Xi)ni=1,set �n to be the empirial measure supported on X1; :::; Xn. By Theorem 1 forevery �xed sample, there is an absolute onstant C, suh that1pnE" supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� �C Z pY0 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d"� C 121� p=2� 1n supf2F nXi=1 f2(Xi)� 12 (1� p2 ) :Taking the expetation with respet to � and by Jensen's inequality and Lemma3, �Rn;� � Cp;� 1nE� supf2F nXi=1 f2(Xi)� 12 (1� p2 ) � ��2 + 8 �Rn;�pn � 12 (1� p2 ) :Therefore, �Rn;� � Cp;��2 + 8 �Rn;�pn � 12 (1� p2 )and the laim follows.Combining Theorem 3, Lemma 2 and Lemma 4, we obtain the following deviationestimate:Theorem 4. Let F be a lass of funtions whose range is ontained in [0; 1℄ andset �2 = supf2F E�f2.If there are  > 0 and d � 1 suh thatlogN�"; F; L2(�n)� � d log ="for every empirial measure �n and every " > 0, then there is a onstant C,whih depends only on , suh that for every k > 0 and every 0 < Æ < 1,SF (k�2; Æ) � Cdmaxfk�1; k�2g� 1�2 log 2� + log 2Æ� :



If there are  � 1 and p < 2 suh thatlogN�"; F; L2(�n)� � "pfor every empirial measure �n and every " > 0, then there are onstants Cp;whih depend only on p and , suh that for every k > 0 and every 0 < Æ < 1,SF (k�2; Æ) � Cp; maxfk�1; k�2g� 1�2�1+ p2 �1 + log 2Æ� :Sine the proof follows from a straightforward (yet tedious) alulation, we omitits details.3 Dominating the VarianeThe key assumption used in the proof of learning sample omplexity in [6℄ wasthat there is some B > 0 suh that for every loss funtion f , E�f2 � BE�f .Though this is easily satis�ed in proper learning (beause eah f is nonnegative),it is far from obvious whether the same holds in the improper setting. In [6℄ it wasobserved that if G is onvex and F is the squared-loss lass then E�f2 � BE�f ,and B depends on the L1 bound on the members of G and the target. Thequestion we study is whether the same kind of bound an be established inother Lq norms. We will show that if q � 2 and if F is the q-loss funtionassoiated with G, there is some B suh that for every f 2 F , E�f2 � B(E�f) q2 .Our proof is based on a geometri haraterization of the nearest point maponto a onvex subset of Lq spaes. This fat was used in [6℄ for q = 2, but noemphasis was put on the geometri idea behind it. Our methods enable us toobtain the bound in Lq for q � 2.Formally, let 1 � q < 1 and set G to be a ompat onvex subset of Lq(�)suh that eah g 2 G maps 
 into [0; 1℄. Let F be the q-loss lass assoiatedwith G and T , whih is also assumed to have a range ontained in [0; 1℄. Hene,eah f 2 F is given by f = jT � gjq � jPGT � T jq , where PGT is the nearestpoint to T in G with respet to the Lq(�) norm.Sine we are interested in GC sets with \small" overing numbers in Lq forevery 1 � q < 1 (e.g. fat"(G) = O("�p) for p < 2), the assumption that G isompat in Lq follows if G is losed in Lq [7℄.It is possible to show (see appendix A) that if 1 < q < 1 and if G � Lq isonvex and ompat, the nearest point map onto G is a well de�ned map, i.e.,eah T 2 Lq has a unique best approximation in G.We start our analysis by an proving an upper bound on E�f2:Lemma 5. Let g 2 G, assume that 1 < q <1 and set f = `q(g). Then,E�f2 � q2E� jg � PGT j2 :Proof. Given any ! 2 
, apply Lagrange's Theorem to the funtion y = jxjq forx1 = g(!) � T (!) and x2 = PGT (!) � T (!). The result follows by taking theexpetation and sine jx1j ; jx2j � 1.



The next step, whih is to bound E�f from below, is onsiderably more diÆult.We shall require the following de�nitions whih are standard in Banah spaestheory [2, 4℄:De�nition 2. A Banah spae is alled stritly onvex if for every x; y 2 Xsuh that kxk ; kyk = 1, kx+ yk < 2. X is alled uniformly onvex if there isa positive funtion Æ(") suh that for every 0 < " < 2 and every x; y 2 X forwhih kxk ; kyk � 1 and kx� yk � ", kx+ yk � 2� 2Æ("). Thus,Æ(") = infn1� 12 kx+ yk ��� kxk ; kyk � 1; kx� yk � "o :The funtion Æ(") is alled the modulus of onvexity of X.It is easy to see that X is stritly onvex if and only if its unit sphere does notontain intervals. Also, if X is uniformly onvex then it is stritly onvex. Usingthe modulus of onvexity one an provide a lower bound on the distane of anaverage of elements on the unit sphere of X and the sphere.It was shown in [3℄ that for every 1 < q � 2 the modulus of onvexity ofLq is given by Æq(") = (q � 1)"2=8 + o("2) and if q � 2 it is given by Æq(") =1� �1� ("=2)q�1=q .The next lemma enables one to prove the lower estimate on E�f . The proofof the lemma is based on several ideas ommonly used in the �eld of onvexgeometry, and is presented in appendix ALemma 6. Let X be a uniformly onvex, smooth Banah spae with a mod-ulus of onvexity ÆX . Let G � X be ompat and onvex, set T 62 G andd = kT � PGTk. Then, for every g 2 G, ÆX(d�1g kg � PGTk) � 1� d=dg, wheredg = kT � gk.Corollary 1. Let q � 2 and assume that G is a ompat onvex subset of theunit ball of Lq(�), whih onsists of funtions whose range is ontained in [0; 1℄.Let T be the target funtion whih also maps 
 into [0; 1℄. If F is the q-losslass assoiated with G and T , there are onstants Cq whih depend only on qsuh that for every g 2 G, E�f2 � Cq(E�f)2=q, where f is the q-loss funtionassoiated with g.Proof. Reall that the modulus of uniform onvexity of Lq for q � 2 is Æq(") =1� �1� ("=2)q�1=q . By Lemma 6 it follows that1� �kg � PGTk2dg �q � � ddg �q :Note that `q(g) = dqg � dq , henef = `q(g) = dqg � dq � 2�qE� jg � PGT jq :By Lemma 5 and sine kfk2 � kfkq ,E�f2 � q2E� jg � PGT j2 � q2�E� jg � PGT jq� 2q � 4q2�E�f) 2q :



4 Learning Sample ComplexityUnlike the GC sample omplexity, the behaviour of the learning sample om-plexity is not monotone, in the sense that even if H � G, it is possible that thelearning sample omplexity assoiated with G may be smaller than that asso-iated with F . This is due to the fat that a well behaved geometri strutureof the lass (e.g. onvexity) enables one to derive additional data regarding theloss funtions assoiated with the lass. We will show that the learning sampleomplexity is determined by the GC sample omplexity for a lass of funtionsH suh that suph2H E�h2 is roughly the same as the desired auray.We shall formulate results in two ases. The �rst theorem deals with properlearning (i.e. T 2 G). In the seond, we disuss improper learning. We present aproof only for the seond theorem.Let us introdue the following notation: for a �xed " > 0 and given anyempirial measure �n, let f��n be some f 2 F suh that E�n f��n � "=2. Thus, ifg 2 G suh that `q(g) = f��n then g is an \almost minimizer" of the empirialloss.Theorem 5. Assume that G is a lass whose elements map 
 into [0; 1℄ and �xT 2 G. Assume that 1 � q < 1,  > 1, and let F be the q-loss lass assoiatedwith G and T . Assume further that p < 2 and that for every integer n and anyempirial measure �n, logN�";G; L2(�n)� � "�p for every " > 0. Then, thereis a onstant Cp;q; whih depends only on p; q and  suh that ifn � Cp;q;�1"�1+ p2 �1 + log 1Æ� ;then PrnE�f��n � "o � Æ.Now, we turn to the improper ase.Theorem 6. Let G, F and q be as in Theorem 5 and assume that T 62 G.Assume further that G is onvex and that there is some B suh that for everyf 2 F , E�f2 � B(E�f)q=2 Then, the assertion of Theorem 5 remains true.Remark 1. The key assumption here is that E�f2 � B(E�f)2=q for every lossfuntion f . Reall that in Setion 3 we explored this issue. Combining Theorem5 and Theorem 6 with the results of Setion 3 gives us the promised estimate onthe learning sample omplexity.Before proving the theorem we will need the following observations. Assume thatq � 2 and let F be the q-loss lass. First, note thatPrnE�f��n � "o � Prn9f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 < "; E�n f � "=2 o+ Prn9f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "; E�n f � "=2 o= (1) + (2) :



If E�f � " then E�f � 12(E�f + ") � 12E�f + E�n f :Therefore, jE�f � E�n f j � 12E�f � "=2, and thus(1) + (2) � Prn9f 2 F; E�f2 < "; jE�f � E�n f j � "2o+ Prn9f 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "; jE�f � E�n f j � 12E�fo :Let � = 2� 2=q and setH = n "�fE�f jf 2 F; E�f � "; E�f2 � "o : (2)Sine q � 2 then � � 1, and sine " < 1, eah h 2 H maps 
 into [0; 1℄. Also, ifE�f2 � B(E�f)q=2 then E�h2 � B "2�(E�f)2�2=q � B"� :Therefore,PrnE�f��n � "o � Prn9f 2 F; E�f2 < "; jE�f � E�n f j � "2o (3)+ Prn9h 2 H; E�h2 � B"�; jE�h� E�nhj � "�2 oIn both ases we are interested in a GC ondition at a sale whih is roughlythe \largest" variane of the member of a lass. This is the exat question whihwas investigated in Setion 2.The only problem in applying Theorem 4 diretly to the lass H is the fatthat we do not have an a-priori bound on the overing numbers of that lass.The question we need to takle before proeeding is how to estimate the overingnumbers of H , given that the overing numbers of F are well behaved. To thatend we need to use the spei� struture of F , namely, that it is a q-loss lassassoiated with the lass G.We divide our disussion to two parts. First we deal with proper learning, inwhih eah loss funtion is given by f = jg � T jp and no spei� assumptions areneeded on the struture of G. Then, we turn to the improper ase, and assumethat G is onvex and F is the q-loss lass for 1 � q <1.To handle both ases, we require the following simple de�nition:De�nition 3. Let X be a normed spae and let A � X. We say that A is star-shaped with enter x if for every a 2 A the interval [a; x℄ � A. Given A and x,denote by star(A; x) the union of all the intervals [a; x℄, where a 2 A.The next lemma shows that the overing numbers of star(A; x) are almost thesame as those of A.



Lemma 7. Let X be a normed spae and let A � B(X). Then, for any kxk � 1and every " > 0, N�2"; star(A; x)� � 2N�"; A�=".Proof. Fix " > 0 and let y1; :::; yk be an "-over of A. Note that for any a 2 Aand any z 2 [a; x℄ there is some z0 2 [yi; x℄ suh that kz0 � zk < ". Hene, an"-over of the union [ni=1[yi; z℄ is a 2"-over for star(A; x). Sine for every i,kx� yik � 2 it follows that eah interval may be overed by 2"�1 balls withradius " and our laim follows.Lemma 8. Let G be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄, set 1 � q < 1 and denoteF = f`q(g)jg 2 Gg, where T 2 G. Let � = 2� 2=q and put H = f "�fE�f jf 2 Fg.Then, for every " > 0 and every empirial measure �n,logN�2";H;L2(�n)� � log 2" + logN�"q ;G; L2(�n)� :Proof. Sine every h 2 H is of the from h = �ff where 0 < � � 1 thenH � star(F; 0). Thus, by Lemma 7,logN�2";H;L2(�n)� � log 2" + logN�"; F; L2(�n)� :Our assertion follows from Lemma 1.Now, we turn to the improper ase.Lemma 9. Let G be a onvex lass of funtions and let be F its q-loss lassfor some 1 � q < 1. Assume that � and H are as in Lemma 8. If there are � 1 and p < 2 suh that for any empirial measure �n and every " > 0,logN�";G; L2(�n)� � "�p, then there are onstants p;q whih depend only onp and q, suh that for every " > 0,logN�";H;L2(�n)� � logN� "4q ;G; L2(�n)�+ 2 log 4" :Proof. Again, every member of H is given by �ff , where 0 < �f < 1. Hene,H � f�`q(g)jg 2 G; � 2 [0; 1℄g � Q :By the de�nition of the q-loss funtion, it is possible to deompose Q = Q1+Q2,whereQ1 = n� jg � T jq ���� 2 [0; 1℄; g 2 Go and Q2 = n�� jT � PGT jq ���� 2 [0; 1℄o :Note that T and PGT map 
 into [0; 1℄, hene jT � PGT jq is bounded by 1pointwise. Therefore, Q2 is ontained in an interval whose length is at most 1,implying that for any probability measure �,N�";Q2; L2(�)� � 2" :



Let V = fjg � T jq jg 2 Gg. Sine every g 2 G and T map 
 into [0; 1℄ thenV � B�L1(
)�. Therefore, by Lemma 1,N�"; V; L2(�)� � N�"=q;G; L2(�)�for every probability measure � and every " > 0. Also, Q1 � star(V; 0), thus forany " > 0,N�";Q1; L2(�)� � 2N� "2 ; V; L2(�)�" � 2N� "2q ; G; L2(�)�" ;whih suÆes, sine one an ombine the separate overs for Q1 and Q2 to forma over for H .Proof (of Theorem 6). The proof follows immediately from (3), Theorem 4 andLemma 8 for the proper ase and Lemma 9 in the improper ase.Remark 2. It is possible to prove an analogous result to Theorem 6 when theovering numbers of G are polynomial; indeed, ifsupn sup�n logN�";G; L2(�n)� � Cd log "then the sample omplexity required isCqG;T ("; Æ) = Cq;d�1" log 2" + log 2Æ� ;where Cq; depend only on  and q.A ConvexityIn this appendix we present the de�nitions and preliminary results needed forthe proof of Lemma 6. All the de�nitions are standard and my be found in anybasi textbook in funtional analysis, e.g., [4℄.De�nition 4. Given A;B � X we say that a nonzero funtional x� 2 X�separates A and B if infa2A x�(x) � supb2B x�(b).It is easy to see that x� separates A and B if and only if there is some � 2 Rsuh that for every a 2 A and b 2 B , x�(b) � � � x�(a). In that ase,the hyperplane H = �xjx�(x) = �	 separates A and B. We denote the losed\positive" halfspae �xjx�(x) � �	 by H+ and the \negative" one by H�. Bythe Hahn-Banah Theorem, if A and B are losed, onvex and disjoint there isa hyperplane (equivalently, a funtional) whih separates A and B.De�nition 5. Let A � X, we say that the hyperplane H supports A in a 2 Aif a 2 H and either A � H+ or A � H�.



By the Hahn-Banah Theorem, if B � X is a ball then for every x 2 �B thereis a hyperplane whih supports B in x. Equivalently, there is some x�, kx�k = 1and � 2 R suh that x�(x) = � and for every y 2 B, x�(y) � �.Given a line V = �tx+(1� t)yjt 2 R	, we say it supports a ball B � X in zif z 2 V \ B and V \ int(B) = ;. By the Hahn-Banah Theorem, if V supportsB in z, there is a hyperplane whih ontains V and supports B in z.De�nition 6. A Banah spae X is alled smooth if for any x 2 X there is aunique funtional x� 2 X�, suh that kx�k = 1 and x�(x) = kxk.Thus, a Banah spae is smooth if and only if for every x suh that kxk = 1,there is a unique hyperplane whih supports the unit ball in x. It is possible toshow [4℄ that for every 1 < q <1, Lq is smooth.We shall be interested in the properties of the nearest point map onto aompat onvex set in \nie" Banah spaes, whih is the subjet of the followinglemma.Lemma 10. Let X be a stritly onvex spae and let G � X be onvex andompat. Then every x 2 X has a unique nearest point in G.Proof. Fix some x 2 X and set R = infg2G kg � xk. By the ompatness of Gand the fat that the norm is ontinuous, there is some g0 2 G for whih thein�mum is attained, i.e., R = kg0 � xk.To show uniqueness, assume that there is some other g 2 G for whihkg � xk = R. Sine G is onvex then g1 = (g + g0)=2 2 G, and by the stritonvexity of the norm, kg1 � xk < R, whih is impossible.Lemma 11. Let X be a stritly onvex, smooth Banah spae and let G � X beompat and onvex. Assume that x 62 G and set y = PGx to be the nearest pointto x in G. If R = kx� yk then the hyperplane supporting the ball B = B(x;R)at y separates B and G.Proof. Clearly, we may assume that x = 0 and that R = 1. Therefore, if x� is thenormalized funtional whih supports B at y, then for every x 2 B, x�(x) � 1.Let H = �xjx�(x) = 1	, set H� to be the open halfspae �xjx�(x) < 1	and assume that there is some g 2 G suh that x�(g) < 1. Sine G is onvexthen for every 0 � t < 1, ty + (1 � t)g 2 G \ H�. Moreover, sine y is theunique nearest point to 0 in G and sine X is stritly onvex, [g; y℄ \ B = fyg,otherwise there would have been some g1 2 G suh that kg1 � xk < 1. Hene,the line V = fty + (1 � t)gjt 2 Rg supports B in y. By the Hahn-BanahTheorem there is a hyperplane whih ontains V and supports B in y. However,this hyperplane an not be H beause it ontains g. Thus, B was two di�erentsupporting hyperplanes at y, ontrary to the assumption that X is smooth.In the following lemma, our goal is to be able to \guess" the loation of someg 2 G based on the its distane from T 62 G. The idea is that sine G is onvexand sine the norm of X is both stritly onvex and smooth the intersetion of aball entered at the target and G are ontained within a \slie" of a ball, i.e., theintersetion of a ball and a ertain halfspae. Formally, we laim the following:



Lemma 12. Let X be a stritly onvex, smooth Banah spae and let G � Xbe ompat and onvex. For any T 62 G let PGT be the nearest point to T inG and set d = kT � PGTk. Let x� be the funtional supporting B(T; d) in PGTand put H+ = fxjx�(x) � d + x�(T )g. Then, every g 2 G, satis�es that g 2B(T; dg) \H+, where dg = kg � Tk.The proof of this orollary is straightforward and is omitted.Finally, we arrive to the proof of the main laim. We estimate the diameterof the \slie" of G using the modulus of uniform onvexity of X . This wasformulated as Lemma 6 in the main text.Lemma 13. Let X be a uniformly onvex, smooth Banah spae with a modulusof onvexity ÆX and let G � X be ompat and onvex. If T 62 G and d =kT � PGTk then for every g 2 G,ÆX�kg � PGTkdg � � 1� ddg ;where dg = kT � gk.Proof. Clearly, we may assume that T = 0. Using the notation of Lemma 12,kg � PGTk � diam�B(T; dg) \H+� :Let ~z1; ~z2 2 �B(T; dg) \ H+�, put " = k ~z1 � ~z2k and set zi = ~zi=dg . Hene,kzik � 1, kz1 � z2k = "=dg and x�(zi) � d=dg . Thus,12 kz1 + z2k � 12x�(z1 + z2) � ddg :Hene, ddg � 12 kz1 + z2k � 1� ÆX� "dg � ;and our laim follows.Referenes1. M.Anthony, P.L. Bartlett: Neural Network Learning: Theoretial Foundations, Cam-bridge University Press, 1999.2. B. Beauzamy: Introdution to Banah spaes and their Geometry, Math. Studies,vol 86, North-Holland, 19823. O. Hanner: On the uniform onvexity of Lp and lp, Ark. Math. 3, 239-244, 1956.4. P. Habala, P. Ha�jek, V. Zizler: Introdution to Banah spaes vol I and II, matfyz-press, Univ. Karlovy, Prague, 1996.5. W.S. Lee: Agnosti learning and single hidden layer neural network, Ph.D. thesis,The Australian National University, 1996.6. W.S. Lee, P.L. Bartlett, R.C. Williamson: The Importane of Convexity in Learningwith Squared Loss, IEEE Transations on Information Theory 44 5, 1974-1980, 1998.
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